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Social Studies
6th

SS6H3 Explain conflict and change in Europe.
a. Describe the aftermath of World War I: the rise of communism, the Treaty of
Versailles, the rise of Nazism, and worldwide depression.
b. Explain the rise of Nazism including preexisting prejudices, the use of
propaganda, and events which resulted in the Holocaust.
c. Explain how German reunification contributed to the collapse of the Soviet
Union and led to the end of the Cold War.
 I can describe the major developments following World War I in terms of the Russian Revolution, the rise of communism, the
Treaty of Versailles, worldwide depression, and the rise of Nazism.
 I can explain the rise of Nazism including the use of propaganda which resulted in the Holocaust.
 I can explain the impact of World War II in terms of the Holocaust, the origins of the Cold War, and the rise of the Superpowers.
 I can identify the Superpowers that emerged after WWII and the circumstances for the Cold War.
 I can describe the breakdown of the Soviet Union and how that led to the reunification of Germany and the end of the Cold War.
 Monday – Snow Day – Teacher Work Day
 Tuesday – Complete warm-up: USA Test Prep / Finish questions on “The Cold War and the Reunification of Germany”: SS WB Ch. 17
p.84-87 and Clairmont Press WB p.170-172 #-439-449 and check when finished / Complete USA Test Prep lessons: the
Cold War and review WWI and the Holocaust
 Wednesday – Complete warm-up: USA Test Prep / If needed correct /review USA Test Prep Quizzes: WWI, the Holocaust, and the
Cold War / Complete European history study guide
 Thursday – Complete warm-up: USA Test Prep / USA Test Prep: prepare for European history unit test / Play review game
 Friday – Europe History Test / Begin choice board project

Activities / Assignments / Questions
 Review European Geography: physical features and environmental issues

Remediation

Subject:
Grade Level:
Connects
with:

Assessment
☒ Formative
☐ Summative

☒Selected Response
☐Constructed Response
☒Verbal
☐Rubric

2

3

4

Summarizing

What are the major conflicts and changes that occurred in Europe during the 21st
century?
 Identify the restrictions placed on Germany mandated by the Treaty of Versailles and
describe the impact it had on German citizens
 List reasons for the worldwide depression after WWI
 Describe the events that led to the Russian Revolution
 Describe the impact of the rise of Nazism and recall the events of the Holocaust
 Name the Superpowers that emerged after WWII and also name the events that led
to the collapse of the Soviet Union and reunification of Germany
 Students will fill in a timeline to record their information
 Summarize the major events of the Holocaust in an expository essay
 Explain the issues that emerged after WWII that led to the Cold War
 Describe the cause and effect relationship between the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the German reunification
 USA Test Prep Questions
What are the major conflicts and changes that occurred in Europe during the 21st
century?
 Investigate how Germany recovered after WWI with the mandates of the Treaty of
Versailles from 1919
 Research the events of the Holocaust and write a letter to a family member or friend
recounting your experience as a “survivor” of this tragic event in world history
(student will compile their letters into a journal)
 Research the major conflicts and changes that occurred in Europe during the 1900s
(including significant people / leaders or events) and create a multimedia story /
timeline using an online timeline maker (Capzles, Dipity, HSTRY, Meography,
TimeLine JS, or TimeToast)
 USA Test Prep Questions
 Complete European History Choice Board Project
What are the major conflicts and changes that occurred in Europe during the 20th and
21st century?
 Research the major conflicts and changes that occurred in Europe during the 1900s
(including significant people / leaders and events such as WWI, the Treaty of
Versailles, worldwide depression, the rise of Nazism, WWII, the Holocaust, the Cold
War, the rise of the Superpowers, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and German
reunification) and create a multimedia story / timeline using an online timeline maker
(Capzles, Dipity, HSTRY, Meography, TimeLine JS, or TimeToast)
 USA Test Prep Questions
 Question / Answer Session led by the Teacher
 Interactive Geography Notebook (Class Notes, examples, foldables, etc.)

☒ Formative
☐ Summative

☒ Formative
☒ Summative

☒ Formative
☐ Summative

☒Selected Response
☒Constructed Response
☒Essay: Expository
☐Verbal
☐Rubric
☒Other: Timeline
☒Other: Graphic
Organizer

☒Selected Response
☒Constructed Response
☐Essay
☒Verbal
☐Rubric
☒Other: Research
☒Other: Timeline
☒Other: Letter
☒Other: Choice Board
Project

☒Selected Response
☒Constructed Response
☐Essay
☒Verbal
☐Rubric
☒Other: Research
☒Other: Multi-media
Timeline

Activities:

Resources:

Key
Vocabulary:

 Give Me 5 Strategy / Draw Two Names / Good Questions
 Hot Seat Strategy / Acrostic Vocabulary
 Three minute Writing / Individual white boards
 Gallopade (SS WB) / Clairmont Press Workbook 6th Grade Social Studies
 www.cia.gov
 www.unitedstreaming.com (Discovery Education)
 https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/worldwari/ (BrainPop WWI)
 https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/worldhistory/worldwariicauses/ (BrainPop WWII Causes)
 https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/worldhistory/holocaust/ (BrainPop Holocaust)
 https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/famoushistoricalfigures/adolfhitler/ (BrainPop Adolf Hitler)
 https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/worldhistory/leagueofnations/ (BrainPop League of Nations)
 https://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistory/coldwar/ (BrainPop Cold War)
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZbho6AsBOc
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsKGuiwZS5Q
 www.georgiastandards.org/resources/Pages/Videos/Social-Studies-Video-Dictionary.aspx
 Reparations
 Economic Depression
 Worldwide Economic Depression
 League of Nations
 Communism
 Russian Revolution
 Nazi Party
 Axis Powers
 Allied Powers
 Nationalism
 Militarism
 Imperialism
 Alliances
 Propaganda
 Pre-existing Prejudice
 Holocaust
 Concentration Camps
 Cold War
 Space Race
 Arms Race
 Reunification

